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During its continuing watch along the Thames foreshore at low tide Wandsworth Histori
cal Society has made a further number of discoveries,1 including an Early Bronze Age battle-
axe which was found in the Wandsworth reach.2 

The axe is 144 mm long and 64 mm wide with a shafthole diameter of 22 mm. Its surface 
has been smoothed almost to a polish, but both the blade and the butt have been slightly 
damaged with use. Thin sectioning has revealed that the axe is of camptonite (Group XIV; 
sources West Midlands).3 

The axe does not fit easily into any of Roe s nine groups :4 the butt shape is intermediate 
between A and D suggesting the Calais Wold/Snowshill Groups; leaving this basic character
istic aside, the softly carinated sides, the long thin elevation and the longitudinal proportions 
would place the axe in the Loose Howe Group,5 of which two other examples have been 
discovered in the London region.6 
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